
My journey with technology and software development began 24 years ago. I witnessed the the
rise and fall of various innovations and I was able to literally grow in sync with all the
technological developments of our modern days.

In the accomplishment of any given project, I always take to heart the principle of best practice,
using the most recent and most effective languages/suitable tools according to the project's
requirements. That's why I decided to adopt Javascript for the past 5 years, since it's community
is great in getting more organised and the language standards are getting better and better every
day.

My most recent tech stack for the last 5 years is NodeJS, React, React Native, Jest, MongoDB &
Docker.

I consider myself as a Full-stack Developer. I really enjoy working on backend, mobile and
infrastructure side as well with JavaScript (TypeScript). I like to build and maintain applications.

Nuri Bank (Ex Bitwala) / Berlin

Mostly worked on backend & mobile app. Created and maintained native modules (React-Native)
for internal use (private and opensource). Created and maintained build & release pipeline via
Github Actions and Buildkite

React Native  Typescript  Graphql  MongoDb  NodeJS  Github Actions  Buildkite  Fastlane

Objective-C  Java

Self-Employed

Developed web apps as a freelancer. Focused on JavaScript. Slightly changed environment from
PHP to JavaScript.

React Redux NodeJS PHP  MySQL MongoDB  C++ Photoshop Lightroom Premiere

Portalgrup / Istanbul

Started out as IT & Security Specialist. Assumed the responsibility of the developer teams within a
few months (CTO). Led high scale projects for Bayer, Avea & Turk Telekom (one of the major GSM
companies in Turkey), Kibar Holding, Ulusuoy, Turkish Society of Cardiology, Dogus Holding
among many other projects for customers. 

NodeJS PHP  MySQL MongoDB  PostgreSQL Python  nginx Apache  Redis Bootstrap

jQuery Yii  Memcache Varnish

Self-Employed

Developed custom web apps to clients such as online ERP, online sales & reporting tools, web
auction apps. Focused on cryptology and blockchain. Created unique projects. Designed and
maintained mysql and nginx farms for customers

DHTML PHP  MySQL Prototype JS  PostgreSQL Python  nginx Apache  Varnish C++  jQuery

Index Group

Member of the ERP development team and deputy technical manager. 
(Used: Delphi, Microsoft SQL, Star Team SCM etc.)

Delphi Microsoft SQL  Star Team PHP

Index Group

Responsible for network, data and server security. Network and server infrastructure. Developed
apps for internal use.
(Certificates: MCP, MCSE, MCDBA, Norton Security Certificate, Linux Administration, Security
Administration)

During my creative time out, I pursued a variety of artistic and spiritual endeavours in different
countries, some of which are
- creating various photography works and seminars, producing and directing a creative
competition in photography, completing unique nude-art exhibition projects.
- writing essays, short stories, novels, articles etc.
- creating over a hundred oil and acyrilic paintings on big canvas, more than half of which I
successfully sold online to customers from different countries, 
- joining street performances and contributing to street music artists
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ABOUT ME

Location: Frankfurt

Birth Year: 1980

Marital Status: Single

Experience: +20 years

EU Working Visa: Yes

LANGUAGES

Turkish (Native)

English (Advanced)

INTERESTS

Photography

IOT Design & Implementation

Cooking (Turkish & Asian

Cousine)

Woodworking

Traveling

Motorbike & Camping

SUMMARY

MAIN FOCUSES & CONFIDENCE

JavaScript (Typescript)

NodeJS

Github Actions

Docker

React Native

Graphql

Jest

AWS

SOME EXPERIENCES

Full-stack Developer 2019 - Present

Full-stack Developer 2015 - 2019

Lead Technical Director 2012 - 2015

Full-stack Developer 2008 - 2012

Software Developer 2007-2008

IT Specialist 2002 - 2006

CREATIVE PAUSE BREAKS

https://nuri.com/
http://www.portalgrup.com/
http://www.index.com.tr/eng/
http://www.index.com.tr/eng/
https://arifaydogmus.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aydogmusarif/
https://github.com/arifaydogmus
https://gitlab.com/aydogmus

